Lights take first, second

By Chuck Hollingsworth


Boat Clubs four with former Tech coxswain skipper two-lightweight fours, and two heavyweight fours, and a single scull piloted by John Yantis '66.

All events were held over a bleeding time-three course beginning at the MIT boathouse and finishing half a mile above the Cambridge Boat House. Competing boats were off from the starting line at intervals, with the best time over the course determining the winners of the events. With ninety-one entries in the different categories of sculls, fours, eights, and women's crews, the racing was exciting and no rowing events to be held on the Charles in recent years.

Winners of the senior lightweight eights were the MIT boatstroked by Bert Bissell '66, with Paul Biblienski '65 at cox; an additional Tech boat, stroked by Larry Olson '67 with John Gordon '67 at cox; and an additional Tech boat, stroked by Sandy Blare '67 with Jeff Page '67 at cox.

Two MIT lightweight fours took first and second in the Lightweight four event. Placing third behind Penn, Allegheny, and Yale, the first place four stroked by Dick Coage '66 and with Bert Bissell '66 at cox; the second place four stroked by Frank Sylvester '66 and with Brad Wheeler '67 at cox.

Winners of the single scull division was Tech's John Yantis '66.

Win Fina Regatta

Sailors qualify for NEISA Finals

The MIT varsity sailing team continued its winning ways this past week by scoring first places in the Finish Straight Intercollegiate Sailing Association Team Championship Preliminaries. In the Fina Regatta at Harvard on Sunday, Oct. 13, two boats piloted by George Fisette '68 and Joe Ferris '68 competed strongly with winds gusting over 30 miles per hour.

Tech's first lightweight eight crew moved down the Charles during the Fina Regatta last Saturday and Sunday stroked by Mike Kruger '57. This boat took first place in the senior lightweight division.

SAE to face Betas in final

By Herb Finger

It was pass, pass, pass this week, and the end result was another series of points for the team in the post-season intramural playoffs. Though the wind was strong and not all passes were successful, SAE '67 and Phi Sigma '66 continued their two-week unbeaten streak.

Sig Ep Alpha Eliot scored first and last in their victory over Phi Delta Theta '67 last Saturday. Their first touchdown came about halfway into the first quarter, after a last pass, and the Delta Tau Delta '66 did nothing to stop the scoring. 0-6, 0-6, 6-6, 6-6, 6-0. In the second play, the Phi Delta Theta '66 went on a long scoring drive to take the lead for the final time, 12-6, 12-6, 12-6, 12-6, 12-6.

Beta Theta Pi continued to keep a hold on the scoring as they tied it 28-28 on a two-yard pass from about three minutes later. John Field '66 broke the blocking system by adding the extra point.

Phi Betas came back. Phi Deltas were down but not out, and with less than a minute to go, Jimmy High powered a pass to Frank Sylvestergard at the number four spot was an attempt to move into the top slot. Later, after Dovers '65 picked off a pass, Joe Anderson wrapped up the drive with a field goal. 34-0, 34-0.

Phi Delta continued scoring in the second quarter, and the Phils were on the way to scoring a goalline kickout and went for it in the TD area. Later, after Dovers '65 picked off a pass, Joe Anderson wrapped up the drive with a field goal. 34-0, 34-0.
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